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this meeting has been useful for me

I would recommend this course to friends

would have appreciated more time to work through decision making session
absolutely brilliant 2 days
very relevant and useful
would definitely recommend to peers and colleagues
please include section about dealing with conflict amongst colleagues esp when introducing a new genre that requires
training - who gets trained first
more time for group discussion please
excellent course
very useful for onward position
Appropriate areas covered
VERY HAPPY overall with course
none of the talks began with an objectives slide

Comments from delegates

medical indemnity, accountant, legal talk were v. informative
I also learnt a lot from Owen Hughes and Olly Wiseman's talks
I learnt least from Prof Canter and I think his second session in particular lacked direction
Good value course
Great to have BAUS here
in particular I found the legal talk poor, although the speaker was knowledgeable she was very out of touch with the
reality of clinical practice
also although very interesting and engaging I thought Prof Canter's lectures afforded a large portion of the course and
were theoreticalk. Oliver/Owens talks were the best and most appropriate for me.
Very helpful topics for me as a urologist.
Should be part of urology training curriculum
great idea to do the "hard" sessions first
lots of learning to be had

Comments from delegates

lots of great information and knowledge that’s practical to implement
improvements: could send slides/handouts prior to course
accountant: a bit too complex to understand
thank you for the lovely 2 days
Slightly pedantic I know , but the whirring of the fan sound of the projector was a bit distracting
A little urology/surgery specific but not a huge problem since most topics covered were amenable to generalisation
Excellent
V useful course for newly appointed / final year trainees in preparation for life as a consultant
Friendly approachable and entertaining speakers
Prof Canter - inspirational
Great course

Comments from delegates

Please keep as a senior level course (don't allow ST3/4 levels)
Big part is being with other similar levels when thinking about this type of course
Really great course
Mr Wiseman and Prof Canter were fantastic
Very pleasant reps too
I really enjoyed this course - excellent speakers and good examples (Thank you)
Very Good course.
Meeting an unmet need in my specialty
Practical course content, preparing delegates as they move towards consultancy
I would consider changing your website homepage
The location was wonderful

Comments from delegates

I would have liked to hear a bit more about the structure of the NHS and other associated national / local bodies that we
are likely to interact with.
An essential overview of management issues pertinent to consultant practice.
I would recommend this course to any senior trainees

Comments from delegates
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